
Inspirage Inventory Optimization Solution
Achieving Optimal Inventory Levels with Leading IO Technology  
and Business Processes

The Challenge
Companies are constantly working to optimize their inventory to match their 
supply with demand. In today’s global economy, companies are seeing increased 
competition, product proliferation, and ever-increasing service level expectations. 
Short product lifecycles, globally distributed supply chains, long product lead 
times and lack of robust demand forecasting are creating substantial uncertainties 
in demand and established lead times. As a result, companies must constantly 
balance the trade-offs between inventory investment and potential stock outs. 

While many companies are now turning to Inventory Optimization technology, 
they are not always effectively using the technology to its full potential. Often the 
accountability for achieving target inventory levels is unclear and / or dispersed 
across the company, which makes it difficult to achieve optimal inventory levels.  
It’s therefore essential to address underlying business processes while 
implementing any IO solution. 

• Targeted customer service 
levels at a minimum cost

• Repeatable and consistent 
inventory values for all 
product lines and products 
in your supply chain 

• Most cost effective 
inventory positioning 
(postponement) throughout 
your supply chain

• Safety stocks that can be 
readily used in your supply 
planning (ASCP) process to 
create true supplies

• Time-phased safety stock 
recommendations that 
minimizes inventory build up

Solution Benefits



Our Solution
Inspirage has developed a comprehensive solution for Inventory Optimization 
leveraging Oracle Inventory Optimization (IO) application. We can help simplify 
inventory planning to provide a consistent and robust business process for lowering 
inventory costs and improving supply chain responsiveness. Our solutions helps 
you efficiently implement IO using consistent business policies based on leading 
practices such as risk pooling and inventory postponement. 

Implement Consistent and Timely Processes

Drive consistency and timeliness in your execution of inventory policies by 
replacing ad-hoc processes based on spreadsheets and individual business user’s 
local knowledge. Improved consistency and timeliness will transform your supply 
chain into a more responsive value chain capable of responding to changes in 
market conditions and internal inventory policies. 

Practical Solutions That Work Within Your Budget 

While inventory can buffer you from uncertainty, it also carries its own risks and 
costs. Oracle IO lets you identify the risk areas in your supply chain and to plan the 
safety stock at a minimum level needed to achieve your results. You can develop 
plans that consider the cost of items, the priority and service level required, and 
factor in a maximum budget to propose the best solution. 

Lower Inventory Costs and Improve Customer Responsiveness

A key to increased customer responsiveness is a thorough understanding of 
uncertainties in your supply chain and modeling those uncertainties throughout 
inventory plans. Inspirage’s Inventory Optimization Solution helps you evaluate 
uncertainties and model them within IO. Analysis of the plan output and practical 
inventory deployment strategies makes a huge difference in effectively using 
Inventory Optimization. Inspirage’s solution will guide you through plan output 
analysis utilizing standard pre-built reports. A unique feature of this solution is 
its ability to make the output of IO used in broader supply planning processes. 
Our strategies include suggestions on incremental changes to inventory policies, 
minimizing impacts of inventory stocking policies, supply chain readiness to  
uptake changes, etc. 

Seamless Integration and Execution 

Oracle Inventory Optimization is a core component of the integrated Oracle Value 
Chain Planning solution. The processes are fully integrated to related applications 
for reporting, metrics, and simulation capabilities across all of these applications.

Using field-proven 
methodologies, Inspirage 
consultants achieve 
consistently successful 
results. Our consultants 
have a unique combination 
of industry knowledge, 
software and mobile 
technology experience, and 
project management skills 
to deliver consulting and 
implementation projects on 
time and on budget.

Experienced Consultants
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Inspirage is the integrated supply chain specialist firm solving business critical challenges from design to delivery. The company delivers 
end-to-end consulting and implementation solutions that link Innovation Management, Supply Chain Management and Logistics 
Management. Inspirage partners with their customers to break down information silos and optimize performance to accelerate innovation, 
fuel growth and achieve operational excellence.
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IO Solution Features

The Inspirage IO Solution includes the following elements:

• Integrates with Oracle E-Business Suite applications

• Determines the most cost effective inventory deployment plans for 
your supply chain 

• Employs standard processes to measure and determine forecast 
uncertainty

• Uses pre-built set of setup processes and setups in both 
execution and planning applications

• Leverages existing set up that might be in place for supporting 
other APS products

• Streamlines various uncertainties used in Oracle IO

• Compares current inventory levels vs. required inventory levels

Learn more about the Inspirage Inventory Optimization Solution. Contact us at 

info@inspirage.com to discuss how we can collaborate to improve these critical 

capabilities for your company.

Inspirage invests in 
Oracle and other 
industry certifications 
for its technology and 
consulting professionals 
to assure our customers 
that their implementation 
will be supported by 
experts who understand 
their entire solution.

Industry Certifications


